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Abstract: The world is experiencing a knowledge-based economy with a revolution in information technology, innovation, and telecommunications. The rise of the "new economy", driven by information and knowledge, has led to an increased interest in intellectual capital theory, which aims to manage intangible assets of organizations. Firms belonging to technology and knowledge-based industries recognize intellectual capital as the key knowledge base that contributes to the creation of a competitive advantage for the firm. This paper aims to answer the question "How are Intellectual Capital (IC) and Information Technology (IT) related?" through a systematic review based on four steps: 1) search conduction; 2) selection of papers based on their titles and abstracts; 3) content analysis of selected papers; 4) evidence mapping and discussions. The analyzed papers were categorized into five themes: "Statistical analysis or case study in IT companies from the Intellectual Capital perspective"; "IT as a tool for Intellectual Capital Management"; "Intellectual Capital or technology knowledge assets influencing innovation and development"; "Intellectual Capital assets to evaluate a technology" and "Intellectual Capital theory as a way to understand and share knowledge in IT projects". Our findings evidenced that the Human Capital was the main dimension studied by the authors, followed by Structural Capital and Relational Capital. We believe that this work may help to clarify on Intellectual Capital Management procedures into Information Technology projects, thus opening new topics for future research.
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1. Introduction

The world is experiencing a knowledge-based economy with a revolution in information technology, innovation, and telecommunications. The rise of the "new economy", driven by information and knowledge, has led to an increased interest in intellectual capital theory, which aims to manage intangible assets of organizations. (Stewart, 1997; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Bontis, 2001).

Generating knowledge is a necessity in modern economies and, subsequently, the most important aspect is the economic value that can be attained from the knowledge assets created by key players in knowledge economies. Research evaluation has created the necessity for information systems to assist administrators in integrating data, information and knowledge in the calculation of the indicators for strategic planning, investment analysis and competitiveness (Cantú and Ceballos, 2010). According to Castro et al. (2013), one of the best ways for a firm to achieve a competitive advantage comes directly from continuous technological innovation.

Considering the relevance of these issues in the new economy, this research addresses the following question, which is of major significance for understanding how companies are dealing with the intellectual capital and Information Technology (IT): 1) How are Intellectual Capital (IC) and Information Technology (IT) related?

Through this question we hope to understand better the role of IT in Intellectual Capital Management and how the organizations are dealing with intellectual capital in IT projects. This work is a starting point for further research that aims to deepen the Intellectual Capital theory as a way to understand and share knowledge in IT projects. To reach this objective, this paper aims to identify what evidence is available through a systematic review-based approach (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007).

This paper has four further sections. Section two aims to present a literature review about Intellectual Capital and Information Technology, showing relationship between these topics. Section three outlines our research method, based on a systematic review approach. In the Section four we present the results obtained by the
2. Background and related work

According to Edvinsson and Sullivan (1996), intellectual capital can be defined as "knowledge that can be converted into value". Roos et al. (1998) define intellectual capital through three basic dimensions: human capital, structural capital, and relational capital. Human capital comprises all business capital embedded in employees and not owned by the organization. This capital may be taken away by employees, and includes employees and managers' competence, experience, knowledge, skills, attitude, commitment, and wisdom. Structural capital is defined as workflow, operation processes, specific methods, business development plans, information technology systems, and cooperative culture, etc. Relational capital includes all value of stakeholders, customers, and supplier relations (Hsu and Fang, 2009). Information technology (IT) is the application of computers and telecommunications equipment to store, retrieve, transmit and manipulate data, often in the context of a business or other enterprise (Daintith, 2009). There are several studies involving intellectual capital theory and Information Technology, analyzing those influences on innovation and performance, for example. Since an Information Technology project, such as an information system development project, is a knowledge intensive process and knowledge is counted as the most critical resource, intellectual capital serves as a good starting point for investigating this issue (Hsu, 2014).

Steinfield et al. (2010) explores how some uses of information and communication technologies (ICTs), as well as having social capital and other means of access to knowledge resources, are related to company performance in a knowledge-intensive business cluster. The companies reported better performance outcomes when ICT use was aimed at accessing and enhancing human and intellectual capital, such as use of online databases for recruitment, intranets to enhance employee access to information and education, and collaborative tools to connect with off-premise researchers. Tai and Chen (2009) propose a suitable model for intellectual capital performance evaluation by combining 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic approach with multiple criteria decision-making method. The feasibility of the model is demonstrated by the result of evaluation for a technology company in Taiwan.

Delgado-Verde et al. (2011) indicate that social and relational capital influence on technological innovation for the case of Spanish technology-based industries, emphasizing the inter-organizational relationships among the firm with its customers and suppliers. In another way, Vega-González et al. (2010) propose a four-step method to evaluate a technology which includes the definition of a Precompetitive Technology (PT) value range based on cost and market approaches, expected incomes, present value and scoring in order to determine the relative weights of the primary aspects of the intellectual capital behind the technology.

Harison and Koski (2010) investigate how different properties of software firms, such as size, age, intellectual capital, absorptive capacity, and ownership structure affect their decisions to base their business strategies on Open Source Software (OSS) supply or proprietary distribution of products and services. Their empirical findings indicate that the adoption of technologically advanced strategies requiring complex legal and managerial knowledge, such as the OSS supply strategy, demands relatively highly educated employees. Current research suggests that intellectual capital can be managed using information technologies. Huang et al. (2013) work the Intellectual Capital (IC) adopting the concept of Corporate Memory (CM) that is considered a way to implement the structural dimension of IC. The activities involved with CM construction are automated using analytical knowledge (AK), which is extracted from data storage systems and domain experts by aggregating information, where data analysts, knowledge workers, and knowledge users are involved in a knowledge discovery process. On the other hand, Colomo-Palacios et al. (2011) propose a technological solution which provides support for key human capital management activities such as: workforce acquisition, workforce administration, organization management and planning, workforce time management, payroll, compensation management skills and competency management performance management, career and succession planning, motivation. Finally, Bedford (2012) suggests semantic technologies for support the configuration and embedding of human knowledge (human capital) or knowledge organization systems.
process covered some phases of a systematic review, resulting in a thematic map with its respective synthesis. Each step and their outcomes are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Research methodology (adapted from Kitchenham and Charters, 2007)

1. Search conduction: The search process was done through an automatic search in the following engines: ScienceDirect (http://www.sciencedirect.com/), Wiley Online Library (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/) and Emerald Insight (http://www.emeraldinsight.com/). The ScienceDirect engine contains papers from the main reference Journal in the research area: Information & Management Journal (an Elsevier publication). It serves researchers which design, implement and manage information Systems Applications. Journal of Intellectual Capital is another relevant Journal for this research and its papers can be searched in Emerald Insight engine. The string used in the search was based on two terms of general research question: Intellectual Capital and Information Technology. In order to find the largest possible number of papers, we used the synonymous of some keywords, as we can see in Table 1.

Table 1: Search strings adopted in the research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Strings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Intellectual Capital&quot; AND (&quot;Information Technology&quot; OR &quot;IT&quot; OR &quot;Information System Development&quot; OR &quot;Software Development&quot;).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Selection of papers: All titles and abstracts were read in order to remove the papers not related to the scope of this research, which resulted in 49 selected papers. In the ScienceDirect engine we had 28 papers selected (25% of 113 papers); in the Wiley engine we had 3 papers selected (4% of 74 papers); and in the Emerald Insight engine we had 18 papers selected (17% of 103 papers).

3. Content Analysis: All selected papers were read and analyzed according to inclusion and exclusion criteria which are described in Table 2.

Table 2: Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion Criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Only journal papers were considered.</td>
<td>Papers that are not focused on the themes Intellectual Capital and Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The papers give relevance to the Intellectual Capital and Information Technology</td>
<td>Technology were discarded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to this analysis, 16 of the selected papers (32%) were discarded. This phase resulted in 17 papers by the ScienceDirect engine (61% of 28 selected papers by the phase 2); 2 papers by the Wiley engine (67% of 3 selected papers by the phase 2); and 14 papers by the Emerald Insight (78% of 18 selected papers by the phase 2). We can see the result of the content analysis in Figure 2, which shows the quantity of selected papers by phase of the methodology.

Figure 2: Quantity of studies in each phase of the search

4. Evidence Mapping and Discussions: All selected papers were analyzed and grouped by theme in order to answer the research question. The analyzed papers were categorized into five themes: A) "Statistical analysis or case study in IT companies from the Intellectual Capital perspective"; B) "IT as a tool for Intellectual Capital
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Management”; C) "Intellectual Capital or technology knowledge assets influencing innovation and development”, D) "Intellectual Capital assets to evaluate a technology”; and E) "Intellectual Capital theory as a way to understand and share knowledge in IT projects”. All of the papers analyzed by the research method were listed in Table 3. The references numbers are preceded by P (Paper) in order to facilitate their identification and as a result of this phase we can see the references categorized by theme. Some thematic maps were proposed to summarize the findings and they are discussed in the next section of this paper.

Table 3: Analyzed papers
4. Findings and discussions

After evidence mapping, the selected themes resulting from this analysis were related to the evidence obtained in the 33 papers in order to describe in an interpretive way the collected information and also to ensure the traceability of results. Our findings evidenced that the Human Capital was the main dimension studied by the authors, followed by Structural Capital and Relational Capital.

The interactions between the findings by theme are shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and described in the following subsections.

4.1 Statistical analysis or case study in IT companies from the intellectual capital perspective

Among the included studies, 57% had discussions on Statistical Analysis or Case Study in IT companies from the Intellectual Capital perspective. Some of the papers were categorized in more than one theme. To avoid data replication, in this section we describe only the results of papers that fit this theme only.

![Figure 3: Statistical analysis or case study in IT companies from the intellectual capital perspective](image)

The authors of P8 studied the relationship between good human capital and relational assets and concluded that within governmental technology policy in Taiwan influences in absorptive capacity.

The findings of the study P10 point to the importance of intellectual capital in achieving high levels of Technology Development Program (TDP) efficiency and performance.

The paper P12 concluded that the human capital comprising a more sizable portion of the value of high-technology firms than of low-technology firms. The authors examined the valuation implications of human capital both for a broad sample of firms and for subsamples of high and low technology firms. The method proposed in paper P13 is applied to evaluate the performance management of intellectual capital for a high-technology company in Taiwan. It is feasible to manipulate the evaluation processes of integration and avoid the information loss effectively.

The paper P18 argues that the ISO standard and IC management have the similar objectives: that is the maximization of shareholder valuation and the enhancement of customer satisfaction. The IC framework based on ISO 9001 helps to reach these objectives.

The paper P21 examines the effect of intellectual capital disclosure on analysts of some biotechnology firms. This study shows that analysts are more likely to follow firms with high intellectual capital disclosure, because of the transparency and information environment. In the same way, the paper P29 compares IC disclosures of software and information technology sector companies in a developed nation Australia and a fast developing nation India. Findings show that top five Indian IC disclosing companies also performed better than the Australian companies.
Relational and Social Capital, according to paper 22, have a significantly positive influence on radical innovation developed by firms in the sample, although those relationships maintained with external agents seem to have a higher impact.

When applying the framework for intellectual capital management proposed by the paper P23, managers, employees, external stakeholders, experts and academics can proceed on the question of how to achieve comparable and expressive intellectual capital reports.

The paper P4 proposes to compare quoted information technology and communication companies on the Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE), in terms of intellectual capital efficiency, using Value Added Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC) assessment.

The authors of the paper P26 found that entrepreneurial experience, manpower and creativity have influence on profitability, patents creation and pioneering motivation.

The paper P32 aims to investigate the impact of knowledge sharing (KS) on firm performance and the mediating role of intellectual capital (IC). Human, structural and relational capital, enhance both operational and financial performance of firms. Explicit KS has a greater effect on financial performance than operational performance, whereas tacit KS has a greater impact on operational performance than financial performance.

### 4.2 IT as a tool for intellectual capital management

Among the included studies, 33% had discussions on theme B, i.e., IT as a tool for Intellectual Capital Management. These studies emphasize the importance of tools in the automation of activities to support the management of intangible assets in organizations. The excerpts from the analysis of the studies included in this research are summarized in Figures 4 and Figure 5 which represent two Thematic Maps showing the relationship between the main findings obtained by the papers. Analyzing the Figure 4, five studies suggest different information technology tools as a way to manage intellectual capital in organizations. P1, P5 and P17 relate the tools to practices of knowledge management and P3 and P11 relate the tools to practices of human resource management, such as information and education, recruitment, payroll, skills, career and motivation.

The paper P1 works the Intellectual Capital (IC) adopting the concept of Corporate Memory (CM) that is constructed using analytical knowledge which is extracted from data storage systems. The paper P5 suggests the integration of current knowledge and information technologies to manage knowledge in novel ways in modern organizations. Research reports, online consultations, search engine, web services and data mining are some examples of tools indicated by the authors. The paper P17 presents several examples of tools that can be adopted to support knowledge management in organizations such as: corporate chats, wikis, forums, knowledge bases, online libraries, instructional videos and platforms of customer relationship management (as CRM).

![Figure 4: “IT as a tool for ICM” thematic map (1)](image-url)
The paper P3 explores how some uses of information and communication technologies (ICTs), as well as having social capital and other means of access to knowledge resources, are related to company performance in a knowledge-intensive business cluster. The authors report that ICT usage can be useful to enhance human capital, either by helping to locate and recruit new skilled workers, strengthen human capital through ICTs-enabled information access or training, or supporting collaboration. The paper P11 presents a software solution focused on the support for key human capital management activities such as: workforce acquisition, workforce administration, organization management and planning, workforce time management, payroll, compensation management skills and competency management, performance management, career and succession planning, and motivation.

**Figure 5:** “IT as a tool for ICM” thematic map (2)

Analyzing the Figure 5, other six studies suggest different information technology tools as a way to manage intellectual capital in organizations. The authors of these studies list the benefits that can be reached using some information technology tools.

The paper P19 proposes the use of collaborative and semantic technologies for realizing Personal Knowledge Management, which is a formal profile where individuals can assume ownership, active management and control over information about themselves, i.e., they can manage this profile as their own intellectual capital. The paper P20 reports that the use of e-collaboration systems can help the promotion of learning process in an organization and contribute to the creation of intellectual capital.

The papers P25 and P30 suggest that the use of knowledge support systems has a positive influence on competition, gain of global access, innovation and new knowledge creation. P25 reports that local enterprises must develop technologies aiming at empowering the economy capabilities to innovate and create new knowledge through linkages, learning, acquiring, assessing, implementing and searching.

The paper P28 defines technology from three dimensions: customer service, information system and manufacturing technology. The author affirms that companies with greater technological advancement of customer service have greater availability of internal Intellectual Capital information.

Finally, the paper P33 reports that the success of a small business can be linked to how well they manage their intellectual capital and knowledge (to represent know-how, expertise, skills, ideas, intuitions and insights). The authors suggest that the integration of ERP systems and Knowledge Management (KM) can support small and medium enterprises in minimizing costs, improving the quality of products and services, and increasing customer satisfaction.

### 4.3 Intellectual capital or technology knowledge assets influencing innovation and development

Among the analyzed studies, 24% had discussions on theme C, i.e., Intellectual Capital or Technology Knowledge assets influencing Innovation and Development. The excerpts from the analysis of the studies included in this research are presented below and Figure 6 represents a Thematic Map showing the relationship between the main findings obtained by the papers.
Figure 6: “IC influencing innovation” thematic map

Analyzing the Figure 6, eight studies present that the relationship between intellectual capital and information technology contribute to innovation in the organizations and demonstrate some benefits related to these issues.

The paper P6 affirms that the factors of innovation from relational capital, along with the deployment of information technology by the company, reveal the close and continuous relationships that companies should have to its customers in order to improve their capabilities of adaptation and innovation, constituting the reputation one of the most important assets you can develop businesses in this area.

The empirical findings of the paper P4 indicate that the adoption of technologically advanced strategies demands relatively highly educated employees, which is a consequence of investment in individual capital and it is essential for the firms’ successful adoption of innovative business strategies. In the same way, the paper P15 reports the importance of IT education and training for both the successful use of IT, and effective creation and transfer of IT knowledge. The paper P25 affirms that the innovation empowers the economy by increasing productivity, enhancing technological learning and creating knowledge. Acquiring external skills and technical knowledge is a way to expand and exploit tacit knowledge for building capacity to innovation.

The paper P2 argues that one of the best ways for a firm to achieve a competitive advantage comes directly from continuous technological innovation. The findings obtained show the positive and direct effects of human capital, technological knowledge assets, and innovation culture on product innovation.

From the perspective of open innovation, the paper P14 affirms that social capital and relational capital, as key to the achievement of technological innovation factors of an organization, are configured business success.

The paper P31 highlights the importance of culture and CEO commitment towards innovation, as well as the role played by communication and information technologies (CITs) within high and medium-high manufacturing firms.

Finally, findings of the paper P16 show that human capital and relational capital actually improve new product development performance through organizational learning capability.

4.4 Intellectual capital assets to evaluate a technology

Among the included studies, 6% had discussions on Intellectual Capital assets to evaluate a Technology. The excerpts from the analysis of the studies included in this research are presented below.

The paper P9 presents a four-step method with the definition of a Precompetitive technology (PT) value range based on cost and market approaches, expected incomes, present value and scoring in order to determine the relative weights of the primary aspects of the intellectual capital behind the technology.
The paper P27 proposes a framework for assessing the maturity level of electronic government (e-government). The framework is composed of four input areas (human capital, structural capital, relational capital, and IT investment) and five maturity stages (web presence, interaction, transaction, integration, and continuous improvement). Employing the Intellectual Capital management process enables practitioners to effectively manage resources and auditors to assess the input area more objectively.

4.5 Intellectual capital theory as a way to understand and share knowledge in IT projects

Among the included studies, only 3% had discussions on Intellectual Capital theory as a way to understand and share knowledge in IT projects. Considering the small quantity of studies related to it this theme could be excluded. But it was kept because of the relevance of this theme, which was one of the main motivations to realize this systematic review.

The paper P7 presents Intellectual Capital theory as a way to start the investigation about the knowledge intensive process in an Information System Development (ISD) project. It argues that the business knowledge from users and technical knowledge from developers are considered the most critical resources. The authors propose the knowledge boundary spanning process to understand the elicited requirements as new knowledge jointly created by interactions between users and developers. Knowledge boundary refers to the knowledge delivery problems in which the tacit and sticky nature of localized knowledge may actually hinder problem solving and knowledge creation across functions (Nonaka, 1994 and Bourdieu, 1980, cited by Hsu et al. 2014).

The findings of the paper P7 highlighted how important effective knowledge boundary spanning is to both product and project quality. Furthermore, three dimensions of intellectual capital increased the degree to which knowledge boundary spanning was effective.

5. Conclusions

This study aimed to evaluate how the concepts of Intellectual Capital and Information Technology are related through a systematic review-based approach, which resulted in five themes: "Statistical analysis or case study in IT companies from the Intellectual Capital perspective"; "IT as a tool for Intellectual Capital Management"; "Intellectual Capital or technology knowledge assets influencing innovation and development", "Intellectual Capital assets to evaluate a technology" and "Intellectual Capital theory as a way to understand and share knowledge in IT projects".

The papers were analyzed in order to understand the Intellectual Capital dimension focused by the authors. Our findings evidenced that the Human Capital was the most studied dimension and the Relational Capital was the least studied. This evidence can be used to guide future research.

Important topics were highlighted by the studies, through the relationship between intellectual capital and information technology. Some of these topics were knowledge management, organizational learning, human resource management, innovation and new knowledge creation, absorptive capacity and competitive advantage.

In summary, as a result of this work, we can conclude that the adoption of intellectual capital management and information technology corroborates to reach the “new economy” needs. The knowledge-based economy focus in generates knowledge that can be attained from the knowledge assets created by key players.

We believe that this work may help to clarify Intellectual Capital Management procedures into Information Technology projects, thus opening new topics for future research.
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